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Prodeca                                 | B        | 5-241/03 |
Aceites de Semillas, S.A
Established in 1949

Priorat S/N P.I. La Borda
08140 Caldes de Montbui (Barcelona)

www.aceitesdesemillas.com
felix.martinez@assa1949.com
+34 938 654 600
Félix Martínez Gistau

Exports to: France, Switzerland and Holland
% Exports: 80%

Products

Organic Soya Expeller Cakes
Organic Sunflower Expeller Cakes High-Pro
Organic Soybeans
Organic Corn
ACEITES DE SEMILLAS, S.A.

Aceites de Semillas, S.A. is an old hand supplier with years of experience in the process of continuous full press of edible oil seeds to obtain organic vegetable oils and oil seed expeller cakes for organic animal feeding.

Mainly we process soybeans and sunflower in our site and also we trade in grains and cereals for animal feeding.

The company with 100% Spanish capital was established in 1949 in Caldes de Montbui (Barcelona) in Catalonia / Spain. The main site is located in the Region of Vallès Oriental, 35 Km from the Barcelona port and 10 Km far from the A7 high way to France which lend us very much flexibility for our logistics both our raw material supply and our finished product sales to the national and export market.

The site of the Company comprises the processing plant and different warehouses for the solid cargo and tanks for edible oils. Aceites de Semillas, S.A. also owns a fleet of ISO tank containers for the food grade industry, which all owns to operate in intermodal traffic, and “door to door” conditions for the Southern Europe and the Mediterranean import and export markets.


ORGANIC WHEAT FEED

ORGANIC SOYA EXPELLERS MEAL

ORGANIC ESPELTA PELLETS

ORGANIC SOYBEAN AND SUNFLOWER OIL
Carretera de Castellar 526, 08227 Terrassa (Barcelona)

www.alternativa3.com

export@alternativa3.com

+34 937 869 379 / +34 639 97 65 72

Adriana Baile Guinot

EXPORTS TO: Germany, Sweden, Austria, Czech Republic, Portugal and China

% EXPORTS: 5%

PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCT

PANELACAO (unrefined brown sugar and defatted cocoa powder. 275 g bag)
PURE COCOA (defatted cocoa powder. 150 g bag)
INSTANT HOT CHOCOLATE (cane sugar, defatted cocoa powder. 250 g bag)
SPANISH HOT CHOCOLATE (cane sugar, defatted cocoa powder, corn starch and carob flour. 350 g bag)

Biodegradable coffee capsules, with a choice of FORTE, LONGO, FRAGANTE and DECAFFEINATED. Box of 10 biodegradable capsules

Coffee from around the world: NICARAGUA, CHIAPAS and COLOMBIA. Ground roasted coffee, 100% Arabica, 250 g, vacuum packed

Coffees infused with CINNAMON and VANILLA. Ground roasted coffee, 100% Arabica, 250 g, vacuum packed. Ingredients: coffee and cinnamon/vanilla

NORMAL and DECAFFEINATED Instant freeze-dried coffee: 100 g in a glass jar
Coffee beans. Ingredients: 100% roasted coffee beans. Available in 500 g and 1 kg packets

UNREFINED BROWN SUGAR FROM EQUADOR (400 g and 1 kg), MUSCOVADO CANE SUGAR FROM THE PHILIPPINES (500 g and 1 kg), GOLDEN LIGHT CANE SUGAR FROM PARAGUAY (500 g and 1 kg)

SWEETS AND LOLLIPOPS: lollipops in a range of flavours: lemon, strawberry, cola and mandarin. 6-gram sweets in a 200-unit display jar and 200-unit bags

DARJEELING GREEN TEA, EARL GREY BLACK TEA, ROOIBOS, MINT ROOIBOS, VANILLA ROOIBOS, CHAI ROOIBOS, CINNAMON-ORANGE ROOIBOS. Recycled card packaging with transparent biodegradable wrapping, 20 tea bags

FORTE: Blend of ground roasted coffees of the Robusta variety enriched with Arabica coffees; ESSENZIALE: Balanced blend of ground roasted Robusta and Arabica coffees; DECAFFEINATED: Ground roasted coffee decaffeinated using the Swiss Water method. 100% Arábica

Certifications: CCPAE and FLO.
STAND 5-231/07

PRODUCTS

BEAUTY Aloe Beer
Water, malt, pure aloe vera juice, hops and orange blossom honey

EXPORTS TO: we do not currently export our products, but dealings are at an advanced stage with different distributors in Italy, the UK and Germany.

% EXPORTS: –

Vallespir 193, 4º 2º
08014 Barcelona

www.beautyaloebbeer.com
eg@beautyaloebbeer.com
+34 669 714 430
Eduardo Garcia
ALIMENTOS PARA EL SIGLO XXI, S.L. was born with the aim of developing food and beverages with a healthy side. We want to contribute to a healthier diet and a more sustainable society.

Beauty, our first project, is a craft and organic beer made with aloe vera (10%). It’s a unique product since we have a first quality organic beer and a healthy drink at the same time, due to healthy properties of aloe vera.

CERTIFICATIONS: CCPAE organic seal, European organic seal and V-LABEL (European Vegetarian Association) seal.
BIOGRÁ – SORRIBAS

Poligon Industrial Can Humet de Dalt.
C/ Santiago Rusiñol, 19

www.sorribas.com
director@sorribas.com
+34 93 713 23 24
Xavier Roé Arasa

EXPORTS TO: Italy and Andorra
% EXPORTS: 2%

STAND 5-231/02

PRODUCTS

BBQ-flavoured seitan HAMBURGER (barbecue sauce)  [NEW PRODUCT]

FUSION seitan HAMBURGER (goat’s cheese, fig and mango)  [NEW PRODUCT]

Traditional HUMMUS  [NEW PRODUCT]

Roasted aubergine HUMMUS  [NEW PRODUCT]

Quinoa and vegetable STEAK
Biográ, a product line created by the company Sorribas in 1996, has created a range of organic food products based on the principles of QUALITY and RESPECT.

When Sorribas created Biográ, it placed an emphasis on the use certified organic raw materials, thus guaranteeing that its products are free from chemical pesticides, herbicides and GM ingredients. Through its Biográ brand, Sorribas offers consumers organic everyday food products.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** CCPAE.

---

Breaded SEITAN

PORRIDGE with oats, fibre, apple and cinnamon

Red MISO SOUP with wakame

Spelt bread mix with seeds

Whole roasted TAHINI
CAL VALLS ECO

STAND 5-231/08

PRODUCTS

Camí la Plana, s/n
25264 Vilanova de Bellpuig (Lleida)

www.calvalls.com

email: calvalls@calvalls.com

+34 973 324 125

Ruben Valls Cots

EXPORTS TO: Germany, France, Denmark, Portugal, USA, …

% EXPORTS: 12%

FRUIT JUICES: Organic apple juice, organic lemonade, organic pear juice, organic mandarin juice, Dem. tomato juice

TOMATO PRESERVES: Dem. peeled tomato, Dem. tomato concentrate, Dem. tomato purée, Dem. tomato sauce, Dem. chopped tomato

OLIVES: Organic Manzanilla olives, organic black olives, organic Arbequina olives, organic black olives in olive oil, stoned organic Manzanilla olives
Cal Valls is a family company located in Vilanova de Bellpuig, a small village in the province of Lleida (Catalonia), which has spent more than thirty years dedicated firstly to organic production and then to biodynamic agriculture. Certified by the CCPAE (Catalan Council of Ecological Agricultural Production) and Demeter International, our primary goal is to protect the health both of our consumers and the environment. That is why, from the fields to the final result, we lavish our products with care to ensure they are healthy and natural. We currently produce and market fresh fruit and vegetables, fruit juices, tomato preserves and sauces, cooked pulses, marmalades, quince jelly, olives and jars of peppers, asparagus and other vegetables, both organic and Demeter. We make most of our products during the harvest season, when the fruit and vegetables are at their freshest, before packaging and storing them. All our juices and preserves are packaged in glass bottles and jars.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** CCPAE and Demeter Internacional.

SAUCES: Organic allioli, Demeter mayonnaise, organic mayonnaise with olive oil, Demeter mustard, Demeter ketchup, etc

COOKED PULSES: Organic chickpeas, Demeter lentils, organic haricot beans, organic adzuki beans, Demeter mung beans, etc

QUINCE JELLY AND MARMALADES: Organic quince jelly, marmalades sweetened with organic agave syrup, Demeter compotes, etc
CHOCOLATES SOLÉ, S.A.

C/ Edison, 7 - 9
08210 Barberà del Vallès (Barcelona)

www.chocolatessole.com
export@chocolatessole.com
+34 93 729 00 13
Alessandro Baldassarri

EXPORTS TO: France, Germany, Denmark, Finland, Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Malta and Lebanon
% EXPORTS: 5-10%

PRODUCTS

CHOCOLATE. Basic ingredients: Coco, coco butter, sugar
Chocolates Solé has been producing premium quality chocolates since 1946. It uses the most advanced manufacturing and quality-control technology combined with traditional processes.

Chocolates Solé started manufacturing organic chocolate in 1999, making it one of the first companies to produce this kind of product in Spain and Europe.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** Ecológica.
ECO ALIMENT, S.L.

Carrer de les Cosidores, 3
08319 Dosrius (Barcelona)

www.ecoaliment.com
info@ecoaliment.com
+34 93 791 93 66
Frédéric Milon

EXTRACTIONS TO: Portugal, Belgium and France
% EXPORTS: 10%

PRODUCTS

RICE CAKES WITH HONEY
Wholegrain rice, honey and rice syrup

SWEET APPLE RICE CAKES
Wholegrain rice, apple and rice syrup

SWEET PEAR RICE CAKES
Wholegrain rice, pear and rice syrup

SWEET GRAPE RICE CAKES
Wholegrain rice, grape and rice syrup

STAND 5-231/10
Eco Aliment was created in 1980 in Mataró (Barcelona) with a basic product line consisting of the company’s two most characteristic products: honey-coated rice cakes and baby food. The philosophy behind our products is that of providing healthy nutrition which is in harmony with society and the environment. That is why all our raw materials are non-animal products grown using organic methods, which we process using natural techniques for optimum quality, thus avoiding the need for additives and making our products ideal for vegetarians, vegans and celiacs, as well as anyone who follows an organic diet.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** CCPAE.

**BIOCRECIMIENTO 7 CEREALS**
Malted wholegrain rice, oats, corn, barley, wheat, millet, rye and honey

**BIOCRECIMIENTO QUINOA**
Malted wholegrain rice, quinoa and seaweed

**BIOCRECIMIENTO KOKOH**
Malted wholegrain rice, oats and barley

**BIOCRECIMIENTO SWEET OATS**
Malted wholegrain rice, oats and apple juice

**“POFULIGHT” NATURAL - BARBECUE - ROSEMARY**
Whole corn, olive oil, herbs and sea salt
ECOLÒGICA DELS PIRINEUS, S.L.

ROIA

STAND 5-241/01

PRODUCTS

ORGANIC BEEF and organic beef products

ORGANIC LAMB and organic lamb products

C. Democracia, 38
25500 La Pobla de Segur (Lleida)

www.ecologicadelospirineos.com
info@ecologicadelospirineos.com
+34 973 681 311
Marc Chimissana / Jaume Jordana

EXPORTS TO: Denmark, Germany, Sweden and France
% EXPORTS: 40%

Best Organic Spanish Food Company 2004
At ECOLOGICA DE LOS PIRINEOS | ROIA we raise, produce and market our own organic beef and lamb using organic farming practices. This 360-degree concept of producing meat from the birth of the animal through to the final packaging allows us complete control over our products, meaning we can fully guarantee their quality and healthfulness. We produce meat of the highest quality with the added value of organic farming.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** EU organic farming.
GERMANS CUMBRIU, S.L.

C/ Verge de Lourdes, 15
www.cumbriu.com
bacalla@cumbriu.com
+34 972 67 23 80
Teresa Cumbriu

EXPORTS TO: France and Deutschland
% EXPORTS: 5%

STAND 5231/04

PRODUCTS

COD BRANDADE
Cod-based pâté, without preservatives or additives

COD BALLS
Pre-cooked product made from cod
Germans Cumbriu is a family company that has worked with cod since 1943 and turned working with cod into a veritable art form. This explains why we are popularly know as “The Home of Cod”.

Our main objective is to be always able to offer the maximum quality and the largest possible variety of cod products. We do this through a careful selection of Icelandic cod, which is caught using traditional fishing skills that guarantee the maximum respect for the product. The cod is caught at the most appropriate time of year, when is is best fed and therefore at its largest, and it is then salted when the climatic conditions are most favourable for this. We also offer a personalised complementary service for the preparation of all sorts of salted, desalted and precooked cod products.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** CCPAE number CT 002347 EC.

---

**CROQUETTES**  
Vegetables, with meat or cod

---

**ECOLOGICAL EGGS FROM FREE-RANGE HENS**
STAND 5-231/06

EXPTS TO: INTERNACIONAL
% EXPORTS: 80%

PRODUCTS

Avda Carintia SN

www.fruselva.com
damadeelaia@damadeelaia.com
+34 977 84 48 90
Eva Segura

GO FRUSELVA

GLOBAL FOOD CO. MANUFACTURER
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Eva Segura
Go Fruselva SL is a global company with its head offices and a factory in Catalonia (La Selva del Camp, Tarragona) and another factory in Chile that specialises in developing and co-manufacturing purées, juices, smoothies and concentrates, in pouches, glass and PET, for generic brands.

At Go Fruselva we have the most advanced food technology which allows us to offer our customers the highest quality products.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** IFS, BRC, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ORGANIC, ORGANICO BRASIL, KOSHER, 5S.
HAWO FRUITS, S.L.

STAND 5-231/03

EXTRACTIONS TO: Switzerland, Ireland, Netherlands, Germany, Portugal and Belgium
% EXPORTS: 95%

PRODUCTS

CHILLI BIO

LEMMON BIO

NEW PRODUCT
Hawo fruits Spain is an organic fruit and vegetable producer/importer/exporter located in the north of Spain, which offers more than 60 fresh organic products. It mainly deals with supermarket logistics platforms for the supply of its products to stores.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** CCPAE, GLOBAL GAP and GRASP.
PRODUCTS

TORTILLA CHIPS

HUMMUS CHIP (baked or fried)

LENTIL CHIPS (baked or fried)
Leng d’or is the largest manufacturer of snack pellets in Europe and one of the first companies to introduce organic snacks. Its range of certified organic products includes its selection of tortilla chips (yellow, white and blue corn), snacks made from pulses (lentils and chickpeas; fried or baked) and vegetable snacks. Several of Europe’s largest organic product distributors already offer Leng d’Or products.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** BRC, IFS, FSSC 22000.

---

**VEGGIE CRINCKLE MICRO CRISPS**

**VEGGIE STRAWS**

**TORTILLA ROLLS**
LIQUATS VEGETALS

Crt. De Vic, Km 1,23

www.liquats.com
jasenka.pervan@liquats.com
+34 938 84 80 69
Jasenka Pervan

STAND 5-231/05

PRODUCTS

MONSOY SOJA BIO

MONSOY SOJA CALCIUM BIO

MONSOY AVENA BIO

MONSOY AVENA CALCIO BIO

MONSOY ARROZ
At Liquats Vegetals we produce both organic and non-organic non-dairy milk drinks. We use water from the Montseny Natural park as well as a pioneering production process that allows us to produce delicious non-dairy milk drinks from the best raw ingredients. We specialise in producing the type of drinks with the greatest growing popularity worldwide (oat, almond and rice milk). As well as these products, our portfolio includes different soya, coconut and hazelnut drinks.

**CERTIFICATIONS**: IFS, BRC, Kosher, FDA, CCPAE, USDA.

**EXPORTS TO**: Japan, Indonesia, Taiwan, China, Israel, Kuwait, South Africa, Algeria, Réunion, USA, Columbia, Chile, Peru, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, France, Italy, Belgium, Hungary, Czech Republic, Norway, Switzerland, Estonia, Lithuania, Croatia, Greece, Romania and Portugal.

**% EXPORTS**: 12%
MIGJORN

C/ Gr. Migjorn, Castelladral, S/N
08670 Navàs (Barcelona)

www.olimigjorn.com
info@olimigjorn.com
+34 938 69 19 92

Aïna Llaudó

EXPORTS TO: Germany
% EXPORTS: 40%

PRODUCTS

ORGANIC EXTRA VIRGIN ARBEQUINA OLIVE OIL
Migjorn is an agricultural company that grows olive trees in the Bages region, in the heart of Catalonia. It produces high-quality olive oil through organic agriculture, collection systems that respect the environment and extraction processes that preserve the essential flavour of the oil.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** CCPAE and KOSHER.

ORGANIC CHOCOLATE MADE WITH ARBEQUINA OLIVE OIL
PRODUCTS

ORGANIC RAW ALMONDS WITH SKIN
Ingredients: Almonds

ORGANIC RAW BLANCHED ALMONDS
Ingredients: Almonds

ORGANIC RAW HACKED AND BLANCHED ALMONDS
Ingredients: Almonds

ORGANIC BLANCHED ALMOND FLOUR
Ingredients: Almonds
Since 1992, Oleander is specialized in the trading and elaborating of organic almond and hazelnut products, as raw material for the confectionary and food industry all across the world.

Our products range goes from the raw almond or hazelnut product blanched or with skin all the way to more elaborated ones such as sliced, pinned, diced almonds/hazelnuts, also including almond and hazelnut pastes and pralines. We also offer high-quality marzipan.

With an experience of more than 20 years in the industry, we have built a strong reputation as a reliable business partner, our high-quality products and personalized services alike. All our products are certified organic by the relevant authorities, being able to offer you EC certification, Bio Suisse and USDA/NOP, depending on your and your clients’ specific needs and import markets.

CERTIFICATIONS: BIO, BIO SUISSE, NOP.
PIRINAT, CARN ECOLÒGICA DEL RIPOLLÈS

C/Diagonal, 9 Baixos
17530 Campdevànol

www.pirinat.cat
info@pirinat.cat
+34 972 73 02 56 / +34 670 836 646
Enric Camprubí / Raimon Camprubí

PRODUCTS

ORGANIC BEEF

ORGANIC PORK

ORGANIC LAMB
At Pirinat we produce, market and distribute organic beef from the Ripollès area. We offer good quality, healthy, organic products directly to the end consumer, without going through intermediaries. Our customers are families, school kitchens, restaurants, shops, butchers and supermarkets. In 2014, Pirinat took another step forward when it achieved IFS (International Food Standard) certification. Also in 2014 it began to sell its products to supermarkets in different formats (vacuum, controlled atmosphere and skin packed).

CERTIFICATIONS: CCPAE - IFS.
PRODUCTOS KLAM, SA.

ALMENDRINA®
· SEIT 1935 ·
Die erste Mandelcreme

STAND 5-231/01

EXTRAFTS TO: Germany, France, Portugal, Italy, United Kingdom, Austria, Czech Republic and Belgium
% EXPORTS: 25,86%

Joan Alcover, 4 (Pol. Ind. Agro-Reus) E-43206 REUS

www.almendrina.com
pklam@almendrina.com
+34 977 333 610

Monika Ferré

PRODUCTS

ORGANIC WHITE ALMOND PASTE – 100% ALMOND

NEW PRODUCT

ORGANIC ROASTED ALMOND PASTE – 100% ALMOND

ORGANIC ROASTED PEANUT PASTE – 100% PEANUT

ORGANIC ROASTED HAZELNUT PASTE – 100% HAZELNUT

ORGANIC ROASTED SESAME PASTE – 100% SESAME
ALMENDRINA is the first almond cream produced in Spain. It was first introduced in 1935. ALMENDRINA is a highly nutritious food made from almonds: a nut with recognized health benefits that forms a part of the Mediterranean diet.

Furthermore, we will try to inform new generations about the healthiness of ALMENDRINA, and to show them how they can benefit from the many positive properties of this product. Our organic range, is suitable for everybody, with the added bonus of ecological production.

**CERTIFICATIONS:** CCPAE.

---

**ORGANIC ALMOND CREAM** - INGREDIENTS: ALMONDS, ORGANIC MALTOSE AND WATER

**ORGANIC GOURMET ALMOND SPREAD** - INGREDIENTS: ALMONDS AND BROWN SUGAR

**ORGANIC GOURMET HAZELNUT SPREAD** - INGREDIENTS: HAZELNUTS AND BROWN SUGAR

**ORGANIC GOURMET PEANUT SPREAD** - INGREDIENTS: PEANUTS AND BROWN SUGAR

**ORGANIC HAZELNUT AND CHOCOLATE SPREAD** – INGREDIENTS: 60% BIO HAZELNUTS, CHOCOLATE AND SUGAR
C/ Major
43550 Ulldecona (Tarragona)

www.energyfruits.es
ksorensen@energyfruits.es
+34 977 57 31 84

Kim Sorensen

STAND 5-231/11

EXPORTS TO: Netherlands, Italy, Austria, Czech Republic, Croatia, Portugal and Greece
% EXPORTS: 30%

PRODUCTS

GYM TONIC: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Royal Cocoa, Maca, Carob, Coconut Sugar

ROYAL BREAKFAST: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Royal Cocoa, Amaranth, Royal Jelly, Coconut Sugar

BRAIN SHAKE: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Lucuma, Carob, Maca, Chia, Royal Cocoa

Bo DTox: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Lucuma, Milk Thistle, Wheatgrass, Chlorella

DELI FIBER: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Golden Flaxseed, Carob, Chia, Royal Cocoa, Coconut Sugar
Company dedicated to producing organic nutrient-rich superfoods.

Energy Fruits offers food products with one hundred percent of their nutrients and zero toxicity. We select and, in some cases, combine certified organic products that meet the following requirements: Guaranteed non-toxic, extremely nutrient-rich, synergic combinations to achieve the best taste and easiest preparation, the best combination of nutrients for improving the health and physical and mental performance of regular consumers, superfoods and conscious nutrition.

CERTIFICATIONS: CCPAE.

MACUCHINO: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Maca, Royal Cocoa, Cinnamon, Coconut Sugar

CAMU CAO: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Royal Cocoa, Carob, Camu Camu, Coconut Sugar

ANDEAN PROTEIN: BLEND FOR SHAKES AND SMOOTHIES
Ingredients: Spirulina, Amaranth, Chia, Royal Cocoa

GOJICAO TRAIL MIX: TRAIL MIX BLEND, MUESLI BLEND
Ingredients: Royal Cocoa Nibs, Goji, Marcona Almond

ANDEAN TRAIL MIX: TRAIL MIX BLEND, MUESLI BLEND
Ingredients: Royal Cocoa Nibs, Goji, Marcona Almond
PRODUCTS

WOK OF TOFU AND VEGETABLES
Chinese and Mediterranean cuisine are fused together to create a delicious dish.
Tofu*(30%) (soya, water, gelling agent: nigari), onion*(25%), water, carrot*(12%), green bean* (8%), shoyu* (water, soya, wheat, sea salt and koji), apple concentrate*, pumpkin seeds*, extra virgin olive oil*, sea salt. (*from organic farming)

WOK OF SEITAN AND VEGETABLES
Mediterranean cuisine are fused together to create a delicious dish with seitan protein.
Seitan*(33%) wheat flour, gluten, shoyu (soya, wheat, sea salt and koji), Kombu, garlic and ginger), onion*(42%), leek*(11%), carrot* (6%), green bean *(6%), shiitake* (3%), extra virgin olive oil* and sea salt. (*from organic farming)

SEITAN
Wheat flour*, gluten*, shoyu* (water, soya, wheat, sea salt and koji), Kombu, tamari*, ginger* and garlic*. (*from organic farming)

TOFU
Soya* (63%), water and gelling agent: nigari. (*from organic farming)
Since 1986 Vegetalia has been completely committed to the project of natural and organic food. Our goal is clear and ambitious: to constantly look for the balance between traditional craftsmanship and the use of the latest technology to ensure the highest quality.

We have found that Mas Montserrat is the ideal landscape to carry out such an endeavour. Mas Montserrat offers 70 hectares of farm land, 50 hectares of forest area, 1.000m² of processing facilities, and a warehouse of 1.800m² full of products ready for being distributed, 350m² of office space and a big stone country house. All together shapes a unique site close to Castellcir, a town in the charming hills of Moianès Region.

From the very beginning, we have been working and living according to our beliefs, and we have endeavor to promote and share our common ideals. In Vegetalia, we are convinced of quality nutrition is one of the main factors for preserve a good health, because the old saying: “we are what we eat”, is true. That’s the reason why our work involves promoting and informing about organic products, which are tastier, healthier and more nutritious. From our experience, we can safely state that food is what keeps us alive, but good natural food is what gives us quality of live.

CERTIFICATIONS: CCPAE, V-LABEL, Logo Europeu d’Agricultura Ecològica, ECOEMBES.

MARINATED CHICKPEA TEMPEH WITH TAMARI
Soya*, water, tamari* (14%) (soya, sea salt, ikawa mirin, barley flour and koji), apple vinegar*, ginger*, garlic*, fermenting agent (Rhizopus) and sunflower oil*. (*from organic farming)

HUMMUS
Chickpeas* (29.7%), water, onion*, extra virgin olive oil*, white tahini* (sesame), sea salt, garlic* and concentrated lemon juice*. (*from organic farming)

VEGGIEBURGUER SEITAN AND SHIITAKE
Seitan* (42%) (wheat flour, gluten, shoyu (water, soya, wheat, sea salt and koji), kombu, ginger, garlic), onion*, shiitake* (19%), oat flakes*, wholemeal wheat flour*, extra virgin olive oil*, tapioca starch*, shoyu*, sunflower oil*, sea salt, black pepper* and garlic*. (*from organic farming)
PRODUCTS

WHOLE CUT-UP ORGANIC CHICKEN (breast, thigh, drumstick, wing, etc.)

WHOLE CUT-UP ORGANIC TURKEY (breast, thigh, drumstick, wing, etc.)

ORGANIC CHICKEN HAM AND ORGANIC TURKEY HAM
Chicken* (83.3%) or Turkey* (83.3%), water, salt, cane sugar*, stabiliser: sodium citrate, yeast extract, gelling agent: carob gum and xanthan gum, aromas and spices, preservative: sodium nitrate.
*organic.
None of the ingredients are derived from genetically modified organisms.

ORGANIC CHICKEN FRANKFURTERS AND ORGANIC TURKEY FRANKFURTERS
Chicken meat* (92%) or Turkey meat* (92%), salt, cane sugar*, antioxidant: sodium ascorbate, aromas and spices, preservative: sodium nitrate. Natural intestine casings.
*organic.
VIUBE organic chickens and turkeys are raised in the open air in free-range conditions and fed exclusively on 100% natural, certified organic feed and grain, guaranteed to be free from genetically modified ingredients and dioxins.

VIUBE organic chickens and turkeys are raised on farms located far from the pollution of the big cities, with no artificial lighting or electrical instruments inside the farm, but with strict adherence to all current sanitary and quality standards.

CERTIFICATIONS: CCPAE and USDA.